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Pay cut in half for British lecturers teaching in Italy

Phillip Willam Rome
Last updated at 12:01AM, April 2 2013

Foreign language lecturers working in Italian universities, including 33 from Britain, saw
their pay packages cut in half last month after the application of discriminatory legislation
that was denounced yesterday as a “race law”.

The salary cuts, which can go as high as 60 per cent, have so far been applied by the
universities of Bergamo, Catania and Salerno and affect the remuneration of a total of 91
non-Italian language teachers.

The universities invoked a 2011 law named after Mariastella Gelmini, the Education
Minister in the last government of Silvio Berlusconi, which “extinguishes” ongoing lawsuits
launched by the lettori – literally “readers” – seeking the same employment rights enjoyed
by their Italian colleagues.

David Petrie, President of the Association of Foreign Lecturers in Italy, sees the cuts as a
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cost-saving measure taken by cash-strapped academic institutions which have picked on a
relatively vulnerable group of foreigners.

“We’re a soft target, I suppose, as most of us don’t get to vote in the Italian elections,” Mr
Petrie said.A combative Scot who teaches English language and literature at the University
of Verona, Mr Petrie said he would be writing to David Lidington, Britain’s Minister for
Europe, to seek his renewed support for his long-running tussle with the Italian
authorities.

In 2011 David Cameron wrote to one of Mr Petrie’s colleagues, Christopher Burchett,
acknowledging that the discrimination against foreign lecturers in Italy “flouts the core
principles of the single market” and promising to help to “maintain the political profile of
the case, to forestall further unnecessary delays”.

“It is scary that this law ever reached a statute book in any European state. It specifically
and exclusively targets a group of non-Italian workers to rob them of their salaries and
pensions, and – ominously for all EU migrant citizens – block their access to justice,” Mr
Petrie said.

“It is a race law both in purpose and in effect. No Italian worker in these universities is
missing a single euro from his March pay packet,” he said.

Judith Evans, who comes from Newark-on-Trent and is one of five Britons to have their
salaries cut by the University of Bergamo, was also indignant.

“With just one stroke, the Gelmini law wiped out 17 years of time, money and energy spent
on litigation in the Italian courts, which had in 2008 brought our salaries on a par with our
Italian colleagues,” Ms Evans said. “Now we feel as if we have been robbed of everything
that the judges had said we were entitled to, including our basic right to turn to a court of
law.”

Ann Davies, a lecturer at the University of Catania who comes from South Wales, said her
take-home pay was now the same as when she started work there 27 years ago. “I feel
totally demoralised by the constant discrimination and harassment we have had to put up
with over the years,” Ms Davies said.

Lawyers acting for the lecturers in Catania have asked them to provide copies of their
utility bills with which to seek a court injunction against the cuts on the basis that they will
no longer be able to make ends meet.

Mr Petrie believes the dispute has serious implications for current British politics, with a
coalition Government divided between Britain’s most pro-European party, the Liberal
Democrats, and increasingly Euro-sceptic Tories worried by the rising popularity of UKIP.
“How will it go down in Middle England that our sons and daughters who go abroad to
teach have to sue to get their wages?” Mr Petrie asked.

Though skimping on pay to mother tongue language teachers will not solve Italy’s financial
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crisis, there are still significant sums at stake. The highest individual award for unpaid
arrears has been €480,000 (£405,000) and a group of 14 lecturers won a total of €5
million in compensation from the University of Padua, Mr Petrie said.

In a ruling last November the Supreme Court said the Gelmini law extinguished Padua
University’s appeal against the award, while noting “doubts about the constitutionality and
conformity with EU rules” of the law itself.

“The Italian authorities could solve the problem for the future without breaking the bank,”
Mr Petrie said. “All they have to do is to apply their own law to the foreign lettori.”
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